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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning, Everyone. Many thanks for SSSRI & MARIN to invite Lloyds Register to attend this great seminar, And I am also very honored to be here, on behalf of LR, to deliver a Digital ship presentation. Before my presentation, I would like to give a short introduction of LR, LR is the oldest Classification in the world with more that 250 years older, and we ar e one of the world’s leading providers of the professional service for engineering and technology – improving safety and increasing the performance of critical infrastructure for clients in over 75 countries worldwide.
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Introduction – Digital Ship

Digital Ship Product Structure at LR

Digital Ship Assurance

LR Digital Ship Deliveries Examples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So Today my presentation will cover four parts.  The first part is  a general introduction of our understanding of digital ship , and the second part is our product structure in digital ship areas , and after that, I will give a brief on LR digital ship assurance serice and brief the pilot digital ship projects Classed by LR. So the first part, our understanding of digital ship.



Digital has Created a New World Order
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Fast forward to Today

- Apple becomes the first 
trillion dollar company in 
August 2018

- Amazon reaches the trillion 
dollar mark after 4 weeks.

-Google and Microsoft are 
not far behind at roughly 
$900 billion each.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We all know, nowdays, digital transformation is the future direction of every industry and company.  We will find that nowdays, the top 5 market value companies are all digital companies, such as Apple, Facebook , Alibaba.  So we can say digital has created a New world order.



Technology is transforming the marine world

Reduce costs

Increase operational efficiencies

Enhance safety

Become more sustainable

Reduce environmental impacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For marine sector, Information technology is now playing an increasingly important role within the marine sector. This revolution is fundamentally changing the way our world works – presenting new and exciting opportunities to our businesses, but also creating new challenges. So digital technology is transforming the marine world. That’s why now digital ship become one of the hot topic in marine industry.



Digital Ships
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Today’s leading suppliers and operators 
want to innovate, using the latest 
technologies for autonomous or remote 
operation.

This new era in the marine sector is often 
referred to as the ‘digital ship’. 

Autonomous does not necessarily 
mean Unmanned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is digital ship? Now days the leading suppliers and operators want to innovate, using the latest technologies for autonomous or remote operation. The new era in the marine sector is often referred to as the “digital ship”, but we need to note that autonomous does not necessarily mean unmanned.



Opportunities in Digital Ships
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• The ability to capture and analyse a wide range of 
data, including operational, service and monitoring.

• Operational support and guidance

• Performance and maintenance optimisation

• Addressing shortfall in crew competence (particularly 
for engineering roles, as complexity and demand for 
performance increase)

• Ability to easily update products based on software 
(cyber implementation techniques provide an easy 
path to product evolution) 

• The ability to future proof ships (having system 
components designed to be adapted and extended in 
function, for example, through software changes)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Obviousely, we can see that digital ship brings quite a lot of opportunities to us, such as:The ability to capture and analyse a wide range of data, including operational, service and monitoring.Operational support and guidancePerformance and maintenance optimisationAddressing shortfall in crew competence Ability to easily update products based on software The ability to future proof ships



Note: Automated ≠ Autonomous
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There are over 30 unique 
communications, electrical, 
mechanical, navigation and 
safety systems in a typical ship.

Automated (design based on established nominal and abnormal conditions) ≠  
Autonomous (Automated + capacity to learn and adapt improving the performance)

  
 

 
  
 

    

 

  

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

  

 

 

 

   

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  
 

 
 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One thing we need to note that when we talking about autonomous, it is not equal to automated.Automated means that design based on established nominal and abnormal condition, and autonomous means that automated + capacity to learn and adapt improving the performance.For a typical ship, there are over 30 unique systems can be autonomous.



What can be connected in a Digital Ship?
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• Navigation (ECDIS, AIS, GPS,…)

• Communication

• Propulsion and Steering

• Power Generation, Management, 
and distribution

• Ventilation & chilled water

• Fuel, lubrication & other ancillaries

• Fire Fighting and Emergency Systems

• Flood / Stability

• Cargo Systems

• Accommodation Systems

• Dynamic Positioning

… nearly any system…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we look into this slides, we can see that nearly any system onboard a vessel, such as navigation system, communication system, propulsion and steering systems and so on can be connected for autonomous or remote access



The Digital Ship
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And in a digital ship, usually the use cases can be remote  control, remote management, asset management, fleet optimization, remotes inspection, route optimization, communications, asset health management and so on.  So Above is our understanding of the digital ship.
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Introduction – Digital Ship

Digital Ship Product Structure at LR

Digital Ship Assurance

LR Digital Ship Deliveries Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After talking about our understanding of the digital ship, I would like to share with you the digital ship product structure or service structure at LR.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this slides, we can roughly see what has happened so far in LR in  digital ship areas.  In generally, we have issued digital ship rules for guiding our client to design the digital ship and we can provide  digital ship classification service; digital system network components type approval service, cyber security consultancy service  and we have Classed several “the first” digital ship projects in the world. Later on I will give you some introduction of these pilot projects.



Value Proposition Design

16

Customer Hardware/Technology 
Providers

System 
Integrators/Shipyards Ship Owner/Operator

Challenges

- Need to give confidence 
in product to customers

- Need to access new 
markets

- Grow market share
- Establish substantiated 

use cases

- Need to give confidence 
in product to customers

- Need to access new 
markets

- Grow market share
- Brand projection

- Demonstrate safe system to regulators 
(enable use)

- Brand projection
- Need confidence in safety of 

technology
- Digital Systems claim they provide 

benefits, but are not always 
understood by this group, or trusted 
to deliver operationally

LR Products & Services

- Smart Component Type 
Approval

- Assurance of Digital 
Twins: ‘READY’ & 
‘APPROVED’

- Systems AiP
- Systems Cyber Security
- Assurance of Digital 

Twins: ‘READY’ & 
‘APPROVED’

- Digital Ships Descriptive Notes and 
Cyber Security

- Digital Compliance and Assurance of 
Digital Twins: ‘COMMISSIONED’ & 
‘LIVE’

Gains

- Confidence in technology 
in new markets

- Confidence in technology 
in existing markets

- Brand projection

- Confidence in technology 
in new markets

- Confidence in technology 
to existing markets

- Brand projection

- Confidence in technology being used
- 3rd party backing to regulator cases
- Brand projection
- Class benefit of using digital 

technology through Digital Compliance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why we have these services, the reason is that  we would like to solve the challenges for each stakeholder related to digital ship,  such as hardware or technologies providers, the system integrators, the shipyard and also the shipowner, they have their own  challenges, we would like to  support our clients to gain confidence of their products, technology and also the ship, and they can really get benefit from the digital system and digital ship.



Modular Product Structure
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Assurance 
of Digital 

Twins
& 

Digital 
Compliance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So this slides gives a full picture for each stakeholder, in related to digital ship, what service we can provide to them. For hardware providers, LR can provide hardware type approval service; for system designer & shipyard; we can provide cyber security consultancy service and digital system Approval  service, and for shipowner/operator, LR can provide cyber security consultancy service and also Digital ship assurance service for assigning our digital ship descriptive notes.
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Introduction – Digital Ship

Digital Ship Product Structure at LR

Digital Ship Assurance

LR Digital Ship Deliveries Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After giving  you the introduction on LR digital ship product structure. I would like to give you an introduction on LR digital ship Assurance service. This is main workscope for LR as Classification for digital ship.



System Assurance
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Technical 
argument

Compliance 
Argument

Confidence 
Argument

An argument explains why 
something can be deduced as 
true from supporting evidence. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The term ‘system assurance’ has been chosen over safety case because it reflects the fact that the risks associated with marine assets are not only related to safety but include environmental, operational and reputational risk. It also provides a clear legal type argument why a system is fit for use therefore the risks have been comprehensively identified and reduced to be at least tolerable. It must also include a clear statement of the residual risks within a system. System assurance include there parts:  Technical argument; Confidence argument and compliance argumentTechnical argument means have all risks been identifiedConfidence argument means have all systems been considered, who carried out the risk assessment, are they SME’s? There must be a provision of evidence to support the claims.Compliance argument means How can you demonstrate compliance against the LR Rules and Regulations and owner’s specification?



Digital Ships

● The functionality provided by digital systems can 
range from simple remote monitoring with a crew on 
board through to a fully autonomous vessel without 
a crew on board. 

● Consequently, as the risks can vary considerably, the 
assessment of digital ship systems requires a risk-
based approach to identify the hazards introduced 
by digital enablement and to mitigate the associated 
risks. 
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ShipRight Procedure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LR has issued the digital ship rules at 2016 and in March 2019, we already issued the fourth version of this digital ship rules.  We need to know that The functionality provided by digital systems can range from simple remote monitoring with a crew on board through to a fully autonomous vessel without a crew on board.  Consequently, as the risks will be different accordingly, so the assessment of digital ship systems requires a risk-based approach to identify the hazards introduced by digital system and to mitigate the associated risks. 



Digital Ships - ShipRight
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LR has classified digital enabled technology in five defined accessibility 
levels for autonomy/remote access:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In LR digital ship rules, we  has classified digital enabled system in six defined accessibility levels for autonomy/remote access; from AL0 To AL 6, and from AL2 level, LR digital ship descriptive notes can be assigned.



Digital Ships – Descriptive Notes

Digital-SAFE
Ship can be operated safely at defined Autonomy/Remote Access Level

Digital-MAINTAIN (Conditioned Based Maintenance)
Data driven CBM, also supported by LR Digital Compliance

Digital-PERFORM
Ship can safely achieve performance targets through digital-enablement to a defined 
Autonomy/Remote Access Level.

Cyber-SECURE
Cyber-security assured at a level beyond that required for safe operation at a defined 
Autonomy/Remote Access Level
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and four descriptive notes for digital ships:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And we also create four descriptive notes for digital ships; that is Digital SAFE; Digital MAINTAIN; Digital PERFORM and Cyber SECURE. By combining the accessibility levels and the descriptive notes, we define the status of a digital ship.



Digital Ships – Descriptive Notes
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Examples:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slides give an example giving  an idea how we assign a digital ship descriptive notes



Understanding the risks of being connected…
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9 Key Risk Areas for a Digital Enabled Ship:

• Human Interaction

• Data Quality

• System Architecture

• Hardware 

• Software

• Communications and Network

• System Integration

• Configuration Management

• Cyber Security

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In LR digital ship rules, we have identified 9 key risk areas for a digital ship, and this is the basis for risk assessment; the 9 key risks are  Human Interaction; Data Quality; System Architecture; Hardware; Software; Communications and Network; System Integration; Configuration Management; and Cyber Security

http://www.lr.org/en/news-and-insight/publications/Cyber-enabled-ships.aspx


Digital Ships - Process
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ShipRight - Risk Based Design (RBD) review process:

Review and 
acceptance by 

assurance team

Review and 
acceptance by 

First Entry

Descriptive 
Notation 
agreed

START END
Design and 

Safety 
Statement

Criteria 
Satisfied

Risk 
Assessment

Final Design 
Assessment

NO

YES

*RBD Process

Survey by local 
team / sea trials 

evidence

All usual class 
activities

Entry to Class, 
with AL 

descriptive 
notesClass actions 

complete

HAZID ReportRBD Process*

Revision and 
Supporting 

Studies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this slides shows our process for assigning a digital ship descriptive notes, as mentioned before, we use risk based design approach to assign the digital ship descriptive notes, so the first step is to follow LR risk based design requirement to do a risk assessment workshop, believe some of you already familiar with this workshop, and after the risk assessment workshop, we will have the risk assessment report, it needs to be submitted to our assurance team for further review.  



Digital Ships - Process
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Review and 
acceptance by 

assurance team

Review and 
acceptance by 

First Entry

Descriptive 
Notation 
agreed

START END
Design and 

Safety 
Statement

Criteria 
Satisfied

Risk 
Assessment

Final Design 
Assessment

NO

YES

*RBD Process

Survey by local 
team / sea trials 

evidence

All usual class 
activities

Entry to Class, 
with AL 

descriptive 
notesClass actions 

complete

HAZID ReportRBD Process*

Revision and 
Supporting 

Studies

Consultancy

Assurance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to know the risk assessment workshop is consultancy service, and the Assurance service is Classification service,  to avoid conflicts of interest, people doing the risk assessment are to be total different with the people doing the assurance service.
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Introduction – Digital Ship

Digital Ship Product Structure at LR

Digital Ship Assurance

LR Digital Ship Deliveries Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok, above is the brief introduction on  our digital ship assurance service.  The last, I would  like to go through the pilot digital ships Classed by LR with you



First digital 20000TEU container ship achieving AL3 Level

COSCO Shipping Aries is the first ever 
container ship to receive LR’s Digital ship 
descriptive note ‘Cyber AL3 SECURE 
PERFORM’ for its energy management 
system. The ship was built by Nantong 
COSCOS KHI Ship Engineering Co., Ltd 
(NACKS).

LR’s Digital Ship descriptive notes –

Cyber SECURE
Digital AL3 PERFORM (Energy Management)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COSCO Shipping Aries is the first ever container ship to receive LR’s Digital ship descriptive note ‘Cyber AL3 SECURE PERFORM’ for its energy management system. The ship was built by Nantong COSCOS KHI Ship Engineering Co., Ltd (NACKS).
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First digital ship in China 

China’s first cyber-enabled ship was built 
at Guangzhou Wenchong Shipyard, with 
LR working in collaboration with SERI (the 
System Engineering Research Institute).

The Great Intelligence, a 38,800 dwt 
modified version of the Green Dolphin fuel-
efficient Bulk Carrier concept, is the pilot 
smart ship project within China. LR’s latest 
cyber enabled ships descriptive notes 
were assigned to the project and the latest 
requirements are applied to this ship. 

LR’s CES descriptive notes –
Cyber AL2 Safe (Navigation, Propulsion, Steering), 
Cyber AL2 Maintain (M/E, A/E, Boiler, Shaft) and 
Cyber AL2 Perform (Energy Management)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next one is China’s first cyber-enabled ship was built at Guangzhou Wenchong Shipyard, The Great Intelligence, a 38,800 dwt modified version of the Green Dolphin fuel-efficient Bulk Carrier concept, is the pilot smart ship project within China. LR’s latest cyber enabled ships descriptive notes were assigned to the project and the latest requirements are applied to this ship. 



First remote control tug
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Lloyd’s Register worked in collaboration with 
Maersk, Rolls-Royce and Svitzer to deliver the first 
approval to Version 1.0 of the cyber enabled ships 
ShipRight.

A key learning of this project was that our 
autonomy levels should consider remote 
access/control operations, and this led to the 
levels being redefined as 1-5, from the previous 1-
6. Autonomy Levels were refined to Accessibility 
Levels for Autonomy and Remote Access.

The Svitzer tug was awarded an Approval in 
Principle to V1.0 of the ShipRight

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this is the first shore based remote control tug in the world, Lloyd’s Register worked in collaboration with Maersk, Rolls-Royce and Svitzer to deliver the  approval of the ship



First digital ship classification
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Built in Korea, the first ship to receive 
LR’s cyber descriptive notes was the 
Trammo Deitlin, working in 
collaboration with Synergy Marine 
and Alpha-Ori.

The Trammo Dietlin (and three sister 
ships) were awarded:

AL2 SAFE
AL3 SAFE 

for different systems on board the 
ship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is first digital ship classification in Koreas, it is a chemical tanker. 
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Other projects/cooperation

 COSCOS 13500 TEU project (SSSRI smart system provider)   

 COSCOS 21000TEU projects (SSSRI smart system provider)

 NACKS VLCC  projects (SSSRI smart system provider)

 DSIC Aframax Oil Tanker projects (JIP project)

 SERI Digital system development consultancy service projects (Health Management System, Digital Twin, etc)

 HHI-HE (INTEGRICT) for Digital SAFE, PERFORM and SECURE, Type Approval for components

 DSME(DIPS) for Digital SAFE

 HMM (Vessel Insight) Digital PERFORM

 SHI(INTELLIMAN) Digital SAFE PERFORM SECURE

 SEANET – Cyber SECURITY
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Thank you

Please contact:

Zongzheng Fu （傅宗政）, Lloyd’s Register

The Manager & Lead Specialist / Pre-contract Service & Technical Solution 
Department / Great China Technical Support Service Delivery, Marine & 
Offshore, North Asia

T: +86 (0)21 5158 1006/ M: +86 (0) 13585996265/E: zongzheng.fu@lr.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok, above is my todays’ presentation, if you need any support for digital ship, please flee free to contact us. LR is always stand by to support our clients.

mailto:zongzheng.fu@lr.org
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